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ABSTRACT. Aiming at the problem of tracking drift caused by the variation of
illumination variation, deformation and occlusion problems in the target tracking
process, a traditional Mean Shift algorithm is proposed. Firstly, LBP and LPQ are
used to perform texture feature extraction on the target image, and the extracted
color features and texture features are weighted and fused. Secondly, a target
tracking method combining kalman filter and mean shift tracking is proposed. The
scale adaptive mechanism is used to effectively improve the tracking stability of
mean shift when the target scale changes. Experiments show that the improved
algorithm is more robust to target deformation, illumination, and occlusion.
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1. Introduction
Object tracking belongs to the field of computer vision and is widely used in
intelligent transportation, security monitoring, human-computer interaction and so
on. The so-called target tracking is to detect, extract, identify and track a moving
target, obtain its state parameters and motion behavior, which is the focus of
research in recent years [1-2]. The traditional target tracking algorithm, such as the
Mean shift algorithm, has strong real-time performance and is suitable for the
description of object motion information. It belongs to the generation tracking, that
is, the target region is modeled in the first frame, and is derived from the pixel
feature point probability density function. The similarity matching is used to find the
candidate target region, the computational complexity is low, and the deformation
and rotation of the target are robust, making it a mainstream tracking method in
recent times. However, the traditional mean shift only uses the color features of the
image, ignoring the spatial features, and is susceptible to illumination changes,
occlusion, deformation and other factors. In the long-term tracking process, the
target model of single color feature makes the error in the matching process large,
and the error accumulation is easy to cause tracking drift [3-4].
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Aiming at the problem that the single feature modeling is not strong, a multifeature fusion tracking strategy is proposed. The literature [5] used the background
information and the method of extracting the contour features of the target shape to
track, in order to improve the tracking accuracy when the target mutation and the
target color feature change, there is still a good tracking effect in the target mutation,
but when the system memory When the shape is similar to the target, it is difficult to
accurately locate the target; the literature [6] combines the histogram based on the
histogram and the pixel-based target template to improve the robustness and
accuracy of the tracking algorithm; the literature [7] uses the local sensitive
histogram The graph (LSH) describes the target template and proposes a multiregion target tracking algorithm, which can stably track the target under illumination
and target rotation deformation conditions. However, the algorithmlacks effective
occlusion processing mechanism, and the target template is easily caused under
occlusion conditions. The error update causes tracking drift or even failure; the
literature [8] selects two features with high target and background discrimination
from the seven feature components such as color and shape texture, and uses the
mean shift algorithm for tracking. The algorithm is robust. Higher, but
computationally intensive. In the framework of MS algorithm, the color feature and
SIFT feature are combined to perform target tracking, which improves the
robustness, but the algorithm is complex and cannot meet the real-time requirements.
Wang Yongzhong et al. [10] proposed a weighted adaptive update mechanism for
separability metrics. Combined with color and LBP features, a kernel tracking
framework based on multi-feature adaptive fusion was proposed to implement
adaptive fusion tracking algorithm. Huang et al. [11] decomposed into small
segments and comprehensive length scale for target tracking. Liu [12] proposed a
multi-feature adaptive fusion mean shift target tracking algorithm. In the process of
tracking the dynamic change of the scene, the multi-feature fusion target model is
established by selecting the feature description target with strong target and
background distinguishing ability, and the importance weight is set.
Based on the color features, this paper proposes the texture features of the joint
target to make up for the inherent defects of the traditional mean shift algorithm.
LBP (Local Binary Pattern) [14] can extract local texture features of images with
rotation invariance and gray invariance. The texture features extracted by the LPQ
(Local Phase Quantization) operation have fuzzy invariance. Therefore, LBP and
LPQ are used to extract the texture features of the image, and the color histogram
features of the joint image are used to feature weighted fusion of the target region.
Another problem with the traditional mean shift algorithm is that there are many
iterations and the location update mechanism is lacking. The literature [15]
introduces a quadratic polynomial as a fitting function to represent the position of
the moving target, and uses the first ten frames of the moving target as the previous
fitting value to predict the motion trajectory of the object.
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2. Mean Shift
The Mean Shift tracking algorithm belongs to the kernel density estimation
method and does not require any prior knowledge and completely relies on the
sample points in the feature space to calculate its density function value. The
principle of the kernel density estimation method is similar to the histogram method.
The given set of sampled data is divided into several equal intervals, and the data is
divided into groups according to the interval. The ratio of the number of data of each
group to the total number of parameters is each unit. The probability value, while the
kernel function is used to smooth the data. The kernel function estimation method
can gradually converge to an arbitrary density function when the sampling is
sufficient, that is, the density estimation can be performed on the data obeying any
distribution. Based on the color shift-based mean shift tracking algorithm, by
calculating the weighted normalized color histogram similarity between the target
region and the candidate region, the candidate model with the largest similarity
function is selected, and the final position of the target is obtained by multiple
iterations.
In the first frame of the video sequence, manually select the tracking target area,
the width of the rectangular frame or the circular area can be selected as the kernel
function window width . Divide the color space of the target area , assuming
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3. Feature fusion
3.1 LBP Feature
The traditional mean shift algorithm uses color histogram features to model the
target, ignoring the semantic information of the image, resulting in imperfect target
information, and tracking drift is easy to occur during the tracking process. The
texture information of the image is not affected by factors such as illumination and
deformation, and can better compensate for the lost target information. Therefore,
this paper uses LBP and LPQ algorithm to extract the texture information of the
image and convert it into histogram information as the feature of the image. As a
significant visual feature, texture features not only do not depend on color or
brightness, but also include the arrangement and organization order of the surface
structure of things, showing the connection of contextual content, reflecting the
repetitive visual features of homomorphism in the image, so the texture is based on a
very important feature for image description and classification in image retrieval
methods for content.
The LBP algorithm describes the relationship between the pixels in the image
and their neighborhood values. It can extract local texture features of the image, and
has rotation invariance and gray invariance. In a grayscale image, the grayscale of a
pixel represents its value. The basic LBP algorithm works on a large and fixed
matrix block, as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure. 1 Basic LBP algorithm
The value of the pixel in the image is obtained through the following steps. First,
each pixel in the image and its neighborhood are regarded as a rectangle, and then
the pixel value is compared with its neighboring pixels. , Set it to 1, otherwise set to
0, so you can get the binary value corresponding to the original pixel, and finally
convert the obtained binary to its decimal equivalent, that is, LBP code, a total of
256 kinds. Then, the value of each pixel in the entire image is calculated in the form
of a histogram, which is used as a description of the texture characteristics of the
target area image.
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The three-point localization experiment was carried out in 10 groups, and the
record data were shown in Table 2. It can be concluded from the table, the estimated
value of X axis coordinate system and the Y axis and the target actual value of X
axis coordinates and the Y axis deviation was less than 2cm.
The texture feature extraction process is shown in Figure 2.

Figure. 2 LBP texture extraction process

3.2 LBP Feature
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g j is the part of the vector G  x    Re  F  x  , Im  F  x  . Then q j
binary encode it, as shown in the formula:
8

f LPQ  x    q j 2 j 1

(15)

j 1

LPQM

represents the algorithm whose window size is , and the window shown

in the figure below is 5  5 LPQ algorithm.
LPQ operator provides image texture features:

Figure. 3 LPQ texture extraction process

3.3 Feature Fusion
For image signals, the object of spatial domain processing is the image pixel
itself, which reflects the change in image gray level; the object of frequency domain
processing is the coefficient of change of the image in the transform domain, which
reflects the distribution of the image gradient. Both the spatial and frequency
domains ignore some information when performing texture analysis, so combining
the two can complement each other. Different observation features have different
discrimination between target and background in different scenarios. In the tracking
process, different weights should be given to the features to make the tracking effect
more reliable. Based on this, in the MS object tracking, a multi-feature set
F =  f f   c, lbp, lpq  including color and texture is defined, and the weight of the
target model with different features f is given. Using the color feature algorithm to
get the color-based target center f c , and using the LBP algorithm to get the texture
feature flbp , and using the LPQ algorithm to get the texture feature flpq .We have
fused different features to get the target model:

qˆ   f c   f lbp  1      f lpq
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4. Kalman Filter
Particle filtering and Kalman filtering are combined to realize non-linear filtering,
which mainly solves the problem that the system state equation is linear and the
observation equation is non-linear in moving target tracking. The problem of
nonlinear estimation in video image sequences can be solved by particle filtering.
For moving objects, dynamic systems can be described by state equations and
observation equations:

 xt 1  xt  ut

 yt  h  xt   vt

(17)

Where xt  R m , xt 1 represents the predicted state vector of the current moment
mn

dimension, A  R represents the parallel or rotating state transition matrix of the
moving target at the moment t , y represents the observed value of the moment t ,
t

h    represents xt the linear or non-linear relation matrix; u t and vi represents
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noise and observation noise with a mean value of 0, where Q and  2 are the
covariance matrix of the state noise and the observation noise variance, respectively.



During the tracking process, the state vector x  x, y , vx , v y

 is taken, and the

observation vector is z   x, y  , where, x and y are the center coordinate of the
T

target, and v x and v y are the partial velocity of the target in the x direction and y
direction respectively. Assuming that the interval t between consecutive video
frames is small, the target can be considered to make a linear motion at a uniform
speed in a short period of time, and the state transition matrix can be defined as:
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The relationship matrix of the observation equation is:

1 0 0 0 
H 

0 1 0 0 
The covariance matrix is:
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5. Algorithm Details
The steps of the tracking algorithm combined with multi-feature combination
and Kalman filtering are as follows:
Step 1: Initialize the target position in the first frame to determine the center of
the target position z0 .
Step 2: A color-texture feature histogram model qˆ u is calculated for the target
center z0 .
Step 3: The mean shift vector is used to iteratively obtain the target position
center z of the next frame.
Step 4: Kalman filtering predicts the target position z k of the same frame, and
fuses the two target centers to obtain the target center position of the current frame
as z1 : z1   zm  1    zk .
Step 5: If

z1  z0   holds, to calculate the next frame of the videos,

otherwise to repeat steps 3 and 4.
6. Experimental and analysis
In this paper, experiments are performed in MatlabR2014b, i5 processor and
Windows 10. In order to verify the accuracy of the algorithm tracking, four data sets
Car, David, Football, and Freeman were selected to verify the accuracy of the
algorithm in occlusion, deformation, and lighting changes. The first video sequence
tested was a video of car movement under varying lighting conditions, with a total
of 659 frames. During the tracking process, the target has a certain degree of lighting
change. Figure (a) shows a comparative analysis of the video sequence using the
traditional MS algorithm and the feature fusion motion prediction algorithm
proposed in this paper. It can be seen that at 16 frames, a similar color background
appears to the left of the target, and the traditional algorithm (red box) shows a
certain drift, but the improved algorithm can track the target well. At the 189th and
258th frames, it can be seen that the target has changed its lighting. The traditional
MS algorithm, which relies solely on color features, drifts due to the cumulative
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error, and eventually loses the target completely. The improved algorithm can still
track the target.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure. 4 Comparisions of four video sequences
The second video sequence is face tracking in a complex environment, with a
total of 462 frames. During the tracking process, the target has a large rotation
deformation and occlusion. In the experiment, the video sequence is tracked using
the MS algorithm and the algorithm in this paper, and the tracking results are shown
in Figure (b). In the initial frame, the above methods can track the target stably. But
by the 30th frame, motion blur appeared on the target, and the MS tracking
algorithm began to drift. Since then, the video sequence has undergone large lighting
changes and deformations, and the long-term accumulated errors of traditional
algorithms have caused the target to be lost. The algorithm proposed in this paper
can well adapt to the current scene by fusing the texture characteristics of the target
and motion prediction of the target, and continue to track the target stably. Until 387
frames, the method in this paper still has higher robustness and tracking accuracy.
The fourth video sequence is pedestrian tracking in a complex background. The
video sequence has a total of 362 frames. During the tracking process, there are
severe occlusions, background chaos and deformation. In the experiments, the MS
algorithm and the algorithm in this paper are used for tracking, and the results are
shown in Figure (5). In the initial frame of the video sequence, the above methods
can track the target steadily, but at the 69th frame, due to the effect of background
chaos and occlusion, the MS algorithm starts to drift, and the improved method can
still track the target. As the number of frames increases, the error of the MS
algorithm continues to accumulate, and the lack of an update mechanism to detect
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whether the tracking is lost, resulting in the subsequent sequence being in the state
of target loss. This article makes corresponding improvements to the MS algorithm,
adjusts the tracking frame in time, adapts to the current scene, and continues to track
the target steadily.
Table 1 Comparing
Evaluation
Mean FPS
Mean Precision
Mean Success

Our
60
85.4
83.5

KCF
150
56.3
51.3

CN
45
49.5
65.5

7. Conclusion
Aiming at the problem that the single-color feature tracking target of the MS
algorithm has weak robustness, a multi-feature fusion modeling method is proposed,
and Kalman motion prediction is added to implement a target tracking algorithm in a
complex environment. Aiming at the characteristics of different characteristics of
the target and background during the dynamic change of the tracking scene, adjust
the feature fusion weights to improve the tracking accuracy. In each frame of image,
the mean-shift algorithm based on color-texture is used to calculate the target model,
and the position of the target is estimated in conjunction with Kalman filtering, and
the final target position is obtained through the threshold specification. Through the
dynamic update and position prediction of the target model, the tracking robustness
is further improved. However, the traditional MS algorithm still has many
shortcomings. The next step is to study the tracking target's scale change, reduce the
redundant information of the target frame, choose a more descriptive feature model
and adaptive adjustment window function, and effectively improve Tracking
accuracy and speed.
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